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Culture

Preparation for 2017 Spring
Festival Gala revealed
By ZENG SUODI

than 700 million viewers each
year and features a diverse set of
performances. The gala has become a ritual for many Chinese
families, including overseas Chinese.
Yang has told media that he
hopes innovation will be the
highlight of the upcoming event,
themed on the Year of the Rooster in the Chinese zodiac.
This will be Yang’s first time
as chief director of the Spring
Festival Gala, but he is a veteran
of the event. He was among the
crew working on the gala six
times between 1991 and 2016.

He held a wide variety of roles,
including program director,
The 2017 Spring Festival Gala
musical director and executive
will be broadcast in two weeks.
director.
The artistic ideas and creative
Yang defines himself as a
experience of the chief director
“rookie” in terms of directing
Yang Dongsheng have recently
the 2017 Spring Festival Gala
been unveiled, which may give us
because he expects to keep learna hint as to what he is planning
ing this process. “I’m really fond
for the most-watched television
of television programs. They
program in the world.
require a lot of self-study in the
The Spring Festival Gala is a
arena of artistic creation. Interspecial televised event produced
est incites comprehension, which
by China Central Television and
allows us to express our deep
broadcast on the eve of Chinese
feelings toward life in an artistic
New Year. First launched in
way. This is the prerequisite for
1983, it has an audience of more
a satisfactory Spring Festival
Gala.”
Yang majored in philosophy
in university and began to direct
television programs after graduation. As an expert in the musical
gala, he can easily handle songs
and dances, which make up a
large part of the Spring Festival
Gala. In regard to other elements
of the event, the experienced
director compared himself to a
craftsman continuously striving
to work and innovate.
Yang said that extreme beauty
produces heart-rending musical items and empathy invites
heartfelt creativity. As both a creator and audience member, he
believes strongly in the importance of innovation. Regarding
the prospects of the 2017 gala,
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The 2017 Spring Festival Gala aims to make breakthroughs in themes, Yang said he hopes to “direct one
that the public doesn’t complain
content and performance in order to close to real life.
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about.”
The 2017 gala will take advice
from audience feedback. By
Dec. 20, 2016, the gala crew had
received 6,129 emails including
5,720 items. 2,740 individuals and
61 groups from seven countries
have submitted works, including
songs, dances, instrument plays,
comic dialogues, comedy sketches, acrobatics and magic, as well
as folk and creative performances.
Among these items, nine or
ten comic dialogues and comedy
sketches will be staged at the 2017
gala, a record high in terms of
quantity. The crew have invested
a lot of effort in them as they have
long been the public focus in past
years. Because of this, discussions
on them began as early as April
2016. This was the earliest session
in history.
The staff chose 100 themes by
combining prominent issues and
public affairs. They then whittled
them down to just 40 for scripts,
of which 28 were rehearsed. The
best comic dialogues and comedy sketches will be chosen in
the end.
The directing team aims to
make breakthroughs in themes,
content and performance. In
order to produce items close to
real life, the team members this
year have focused on grassroots
lives.
In addition, there are a variety
of performance forms regarding
language items this year. The
creators will select art forms
based on traditional comic dialogues and comedy sketches. By
combining these with impressive
technologies, audiences will have
a new experience.

Since 1983, CCTV’s Spring Festival Gala has been a must-see
show during the Spring Festival
holidays. As the most-watched
show and an annual artistic and
cultural event across the country,
the Spring Festival Gala draws
attention in almost every household. Its program choices draw
widespread headlines every year
without fail.
It has gained several world
records, such as the longest variety show ever, most performing
artists and the largest audience. Although it is still popular
among viewers, this annual
variety show has suffered shocks
in recent years. With a booming
market in provincial satellite TV
stations, some of them make local Spring Festival Gala shows
of high quality that are close to
people’s lives. Moreover, the Internet Spring Festival Gala and
other entertainment shows have
also become a hit among audiences. They break through the
CCTV’s Spring Festival Gala’s

old-fashioned forms of performances and conservative choices
of artists. Watching CCTV’s
gala on Spring Festival Eve has
become a national family tradition, but now it is losing viewers,
especially young people. Many
audiences criticized this event on
the Internet for being too serious
and lacking creativity.
Having aired annually since
1983, the gala ushers in its 35th
anniversary this January. Many
crew members realized the significance of revamping the program to keep up with the times,
and adopted some innovative
measures to make the gala more
socially relevant by including
social problems in the programs,
and selecting grassroots candidates
for performances.
But merely showcasing talent
is not enough. It should lower
thresholds and open the door
to listen to public opinion and
recommendations. Although
creativity and innovation should
be introduced to the program
plan, the essence of holding the
annual gala cannot be changed.
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Now the CCTV gala takes advice from audience feedback and recruits
many grassroots artists to be perfomers.
Xiao Ying, a professor at Tsinghua University, indicated that
the annual CCTV Spring Festival
Gala as a ritual media event
should focus on national characteristics and cannot ignore its
essence of festive celebration.
Its programs and styles should
work toward improving the nation’s cultural identity. Professor
Zhang Yiwu from Peking University once said: “We cannot imag-

Joy and happiness
万两黄金未为贵，一家安乐值
钱多
Stacks of gold have no real value;
a family’s carefree joy is worth far
more.
The proverb indicates that one
should not take gold as the most
valuable thing in the world, and
instead only a family’s sound
health and happiness are what really matter.
戏法人人会变，各有巧妙不同
Magicians are many, each with
his own tricks.
The proverb highlights that
people may do the same thing in
different ways.
歌者不期于利声，而贵在中节；
论者不期于丽辞，而务在事实
As a singer does not strive to
reach high falsetto, but puts value
in following closely the rhythm, so
the speech-giver does not hesitate to
fashion enthralling speeches so that
he may concentrate upon the crux
of matters under consideration.
The proverb is used metaphorically to mean that one should be
pragmatic in conducting oneself
and handling affairs.
乐易者常寿长，忧险者常夭折
Those who are happy and relaxed
always live to a great age; those who
are melancholy and insecure who
always cut down while young.
The proverb originally comes
from Xuncius in the Warring States
period. It emphasizes that people
should adjust their attitudes and
keep themselves happy and optimistic.

Innovation in televised cultural programming
By QIAN LI
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ine a Spring Festival Eve without
watching the gala. The gala has
two key themes: national identity and family reunion. The
show has already become a part
of common Chinese people’s festival celebration, so the controversy between the masses’ high
expectations and the gravity of
holding a perfect gala satisfying
all sides’ demands is where the
challenges lie.”

乐莫乐兮新相知，悲莫悲兮生
别离
No joy equals that of making a
new friend; no sorrow that of being
separated from friends.
The proverb comes from the
poem Nine Songs, written by a
patriotic poet Qu Yuan in the Warring States period. It indicates that
friendship plays a significant role
in one’s life.
福地留与福人来
Places of happiness are reserved
for people who are blessed.
The proverb means that in the
past people thought that only people who are blessed by God could
live in places with a good environment.

